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The judicial youth protection services (JYPS) "are responsible, in the context of the competencies of the Ministry of Justice, for all matters relating to justice for minors and coordination between the institutions involved in this field". (decree of 9 July 2008)

The Departmental Council manages the childhood protection. The state services of the JYP focus their intervention on the minors under penal decision.

The missions of the Judicial Youth Protection Services

The judicial youth protection services:

- **Help** to draft texts on under-age delinquents or minors in danger (bills, decrees and various organizational texts).
- **Provide** magistrates with permanent assistance for underage delinquents and minors in danger, particularly with "investigatory" initiatives used to assess the situation of the minors.
- **Implement** the decisions of children's courts in open environment and placement services and establishments in the public sector and authorized associations.
- **Monitor** the education of minors in children's sections of prisons or in children's prisons.
- **Inspect** and **assess** all public and authorized structures handling minors under a court mandate. The professionals working for the court protection service for youth carry out daily educational initiatives to the benefit of youngsters, particularly aiming to ensure their social, educational and professional integration.

Proudly assuming its legacy of training’s History, the NSJYP is resolutely turned towards the future. This ambition is illustrated in its desire to face new challenges by:

- Better welcoming all the juvenile justice and child welfare players by reuniting all the conditions of their access to our training offer;

- Developing the use of new technologies both in the fields of communication and teaching.

Strongly rooted in its environment (Roubaix), invested in the dynamic of its membership in the Public Service Schools’ Network (RESP), attentive to ensure its place in the European area of reflection, the NSJYP must rely on its ability to innovate regarding to the evolutions, whether they are societal or institutional.

The School will keep on supporting not only new workers but also experienced ones in building their professional expertise, handling the benefits given to the children and young ones who are entrusted by the JYP.

Rosemonde DOIGNIES, Executive Director of the NSJYP
The NSJYP is a national service operating under the authority of the division of the legal protection service for youth. The school organises initial and continuous training for all members of JYP personnel. The school opens its training courses to those involved in justice for minors, the protection of childhood (youth magistrates, lawyers, professionals providing general advice) and authorised associations.

The NSJYP consists of a central site located in Roubaix, nine territorial training units (TTU) and two overseas units (Reunion Island and Guyane/Antilles) reporting to the TTU of the interregional Ile-de-France/Overseas division. The school issues professional qualifications.

Under the supervision of an executive board of directors, three departments support the work of the ENPJJ and contribute to its success: a General Secretariat, an Academic Department, and a Research and Library Department.

The NSJYP owns one of the largest European documentary resource centers dedicated to children facing difficulties and can also access the historical exhibition center of Savigny-sur-Orge.

The School also publishes:

- the professional journal of the JYP, Les Cahiers Dynamiques,
- RHEI, a journal devoted to the study of marginal or marginalized children and young people,
- a research journal, Sociétés et jeunesse en difficultés (available online,
- a watch bulletin, A Claire Voie.

The NSJYP is one of the four schools of the French Ministry of Justice (ENAP, ENG, ENM); it is also one of the 40 schools belonging to the Public Service Schools Network (RESP).
National School for Judicial Youth Protection (NSJYP)

16, rue du Curoir – CS 90114 – 59052 ROUBAIX Cedex 1
(Subway Line 2, station Roubaix Grand-Place)
Phone : 03.59.03.14.14 – www.enpjj.justice.fr

Territorial Training Units (TTU)

- **Southwest TTU (PTF Sud-ouest):**
  Immeuble Atalante
  8, rue du professeur André Lavignolle
  33049 BORDEAUX Cedex
  Phone : 05.56.37.64.62 // ptf-bordeaux@justice.fr

- **Central TTU (PTF Grand-Centre):**
  Immeuble L’Empire - 20, boulevard des Gorgets
  21000 DIJON
  Phone : 03.80.43.17.23 // ptf-dijon@justice.fr

- **Central East TTU (PTF Centre-Est):**
  75, rue de la Villette – BP3065
  69359 LYON Cedex 03
  Phone : 04.72.91.27.90 // ptf-lyon@justice.fr

- **Southeast TTU (PTF Sud-Est):**
  7, impasse Sylvestre - CS30005
  13381 MARSEILLE Cedex 13
  Phone : 04.91.70.47.27 // ptf-marseille@justice.fr

- **Eastern TTU (PTF Grand-Est):**
  201, avenue Pinchard
  54100 NANCY
  Phone : 03.83.93.36.60 // ptf-nancy@justice.fr

- **Western TTU (PTF Grand-Ouest):**
  20, rue du Puits Mauger
  35000 RENNES
  Phone : 02.99.27.72.80 // ptf-rennes@justice.fr

- **Northern TTU (PTF Grand-Nord):**
  16, rue du Curoir – CS 90114
  59052 ROUBAIX Cedex 1
  Phone : 03.59.03.13.50 // ptf-nord@justice.fr

- **Southern TTU (PTF Sud):**
  371, rue des Arts
  31670 LABÈGE
  Phone : 05.62.24.77.40 // ptf-toulouse@justice.fr

- **Île-de-France and Overseas TTU**
  **(PTF Île-de-France et Outremer):**
  41, rue Delizy
  93692 PANTIN Cedex
  Phone : 01.41.83.60.29 // ptf-paris@justice.fr

- **Overseas Regional Unit /**
  **Antilles-Guyane (971, 972, 973):**
  18, rue Ernest Desproge
  97200 FORT-DE-FRANCE Cedex
  Phone : 0596.73.04.36 // crf-fort-de-france@justice.fr

- **Overseas Regional Unit /**
  **Réunion-Mayotte (974, 976):**
  55, rue du Bois de Nèfles
  97400 SAINT-DENIS-DE-LA-RÉUNION
  Phone : 0262.21.70.11 // ptf.reunion-mayotte@justice.fr

---

Exhibition Center (Savigny-sur-Orge)

Rue des Palombes – 91601 SAVIGNY-SUR-ORGE – Phone : 01.69.54.24.19
Website : www.enfantsenjustice.fr

www.enpjj.justice.fr